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ABSTRACT 
We revisit the recently presented code-constrained su

per-exponential algorithm (SEA) (Li-Tugnait, 2001) for blind de
tection. of asynchronous short-code OS-COMA (direct sequence 
code division multiple access) signals over multipath channels. 
Convergence of the algorithm is proved by showing that the con
strained SEA is a special case of "undermodeled" SEA which 
is equivalent to a gradient search algorithm. Given appropriate 
initialization, constrained SEA can lead to the extraction of the 
desired· user, whereas unconstrained SEA leads to the extraction 
of any 'one of the actives users. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
In direct sequence code division multiple access (OS-COMA) sys
tems, each user is assigned a unique spreading signature signal to 
modulate its message signals. All users are allowed to transmit 
simultaneously and asynchronously (in uplink) through the same 
channel. In addition to the intersymbol interference (lSI) intro
duced by multipath propagation, simUltaneous multiuser trans
mission in COMA systems leads to multiuser interference (MUI). 

In this paper, we consider blind detection (i.e. no training 
sequence)·of-a desired user in asynchronous OS-COMA systems, 
given knowledge of its spreading code. The transmission delays 
are unknown, including that of the desired user. SEA (super
exponential algorithm) is a class of iterative algorithms for solv
ing the blind deconvolution problem. It was rst proposed by 
Shalvi and Weinstein in 1993 [1). In [6), it was shown that SEA 
is equivalent to a gradient search algorithm with an optimal step
size choice land a simple proof of convergence for SEA was pro
vided; see also [5). In [2), SEA was extended to MIMO model 
for multiChannel blind identi cation, in which it is only possi
ble to recover the input signals up to a scaled, possibly shifted 
version and a permutation of their order. If one user is to be ex
tracted at:a time, then there is no control over which user the sys
tem will converge to. One-user-at-a-time extraction is crucial to 
other methods given in [2). Earlier [3) applied the SEA approach 
for OS-.COMA signal detection. assuming complete knowledge of 
each user's delays, codes and timings. Certain de ciencies in [3) 
have been discussed in [2). 

A rode-constrained SEA was recently proposed in [7) in or
der to.extract a desired user; however, [7) did not investigate 
the coSt function being optimized, nor did [7] establish conver
gence:(super-exponential or otherwise) of the code-constrained 
SEA.!ln this paper, it is shown that the constrained SEA of [7) 
is a special case of the "undermodeled" SEA (discussed in [6)) 
which is equivalent to a gradient se&..dJ algorithm optimizing a 
normalized fourth cumulant cost. The convergence of the con
strained SEA is then a direct consequence of the results of [6]. 
Note that a normalized fourth ('umulant cost (without resorting 
to-super-exponential considerations) has been considered in [8). 

2 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM 
FORMULATION 

Notation: Superscripts ,#, H and T denote the complex 
conjugate, pseudo-inverse, complex conjugate transpose and the 
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transpose operations, respectively_ ( ) is the Kronecker delta 
and IN is the N N identity matrix. 

2.1. System Model 
Consider an asynchronous short-code OS-COMA system with 
M users and N chips per symbol with the tth user's spreading 
code denoted by Cj = [Cj(O), ,cj(N 1») . The total received 
baseband signal at chip-rate is the superposition of contributions 
of all users observed in additive white Gaussian noise wen) as 

M 00 
zen) = E E Sj(l)hj(n dj IN) + wen), (1) 

j=1 1= 00 

N 1 
hj(n) = E Cj(m)gj(n m), (2) 

m=O 
where sj(k) is the j-th user's k-th symbol, gj(n) is the e ec
tive channel impulse response (IR) sampled at the chip interval 
Tc (assuming zero transmission delay) and 0 dj < N is the 
transmission delay (mod N) of user j in chip periods. 

Collect N measurements of zen) into N-vector y(k) = 

[Z(kN), ,z(kN + N l))T to obtSin, at the symbol rate, the 
MIMO model (w(k) is de ned in a manner similar to y(k)): 

M Lj 
y(k) = EEhj(l)sj(k l)+w(k) (3) 

j=1 1=0 

where Lj is the length of the j-th user's vector IR, 

hj(l) = [hj(IN dj), ,hj(IN dj + N 1»)T. (4) 

Therefore, if dj > 0, then hj(O) has its rst dj components as 
zero since hj(k) is causal. Moreover for any dj 0, 

where 

hf(O) 

Cj(O) 

cj(l) 

hf(I) 

Cj(N 1) 

o 

Cj(O) 

o cj(N 1) 

o o 

o o 

gj:= Dj( dj) gj( dj + 1) 

H _C(d)g' 
- j 1 

o 

o 

Cj(O) 

Cj(N 1) 

o 

(5) 

(6) 

gj(2N dj 1) T 
(7) 
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h�d) is (d+ I)N-vector, C;d) is [(d+ I)N] [2N] given by (6), gj 
is 2N-vector and we assume that 9j(l) = 0 for I> N (in addition 
to 9;(/) = 0 for 1 < 0), i.e. the multipath delays can be of one 
symbol duration (N chips). Given the above formulation (i.e. 
o dj < N and 9j(l) = 0 for l > N and I < 0), it follows that 
h;(l) = 0 for l 3. Let L = ma.x{L;}, then L == 2 according to 
our assumption and formulation. 

2.2. Matrix representation of the combined 
channel-equalizer system 

Consider an N 1 inverse Iter (vector equalizer) {f(i)}f� 1 of 
length Le symbols (NLe chips) operating on the data y(nf (see 
(6» to yield 

L. 1 
e(k) = L fH (i)y(k i) (8) 

,=0 
where f(i) is N 1. Noting that hj(l) = 0 for 1 < 0 and 1 > L, 
it follows from (3) that 

M L+L. 1 
e(k) = L L j (I)Sj(k 

;=1 1=0 

L. 1 

where ;(1) = E fH(i)h;(1 
,=0 

the M(L + I)-column vectors 

L. 1 
I) + L fH (i)w(k i), (9) 

,=0 

i). Let L = L + L. 1. De ne 

== [1(0), ,1(L), ,M(O), ,M(LW, (10) 
s(k) = [sl(k), ,sl(k L), ,sM(k), ,sM(k L)]T. (11) 

It follows from (9) that 

e(k) = HS(k) + fHw(k) 
where 

f == [fH (0), fH (I), 
w(k) = [wH (k), wH (k I), 

By the de nition of ,we have 

-H H - - -,HM f= Hf, 

where 

ht(O) 0 0 
hj (1) h7(0) 0 

H; = h7 (L) h7(L 1) 0 
0 h7(L) h7(0) 

0 0 h7(L) 

is an [L + 1) [NLe) block-Toeplitz matrix. 

(12) 

(13) 
(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Assuming that user 1 is the desired user, we wish to design 
equalizer f such that 

(17) 

where id = [0, ,0, 1,0, ,0] is an 1 [L + 1] row vector with 
1 in the (d + 1) st column, is a complex scaling factor and 
d is the equalizer delay. That is, the desired combined channel
equalizer response corresponds to the extraction of user 1 with 
delay d, leading to e(n) = sl(n d). 

3 CODE-CONSTRAINED 
SUPER-EXPONENTIAL ALGORITHM 

We make the following assumptions: 
(AI) N M. That is, the processing gain (number of chips per 

symbol) is greater than or equal to the number of users. 

(A2) The information sequences {S;(k)}�1 are zero mean, mu-" 
tUally independent, temporally LLd. and either binary ( 1) 
or 4-QAM ( 1 jl). Take E{ls;(k)12} = 1. 

(AS) The noise {wen)} is zero-mean Gaussian with E{w(k + 
)wH (k)} = �IN ( ). 

3.1. Code-Constrained SEA 
Here we review some results from [1), [2) and [7). Consider the 
iterations (i = 1,2, ,M and k = 0, I, ,L) 

pl(k) = ( i(k»P( ,(k»q, 
121 (k) = 111 (k)/1I [11112, 

(18) 

(19) 
where [11 denotes" as in (10) with i(k) replaced with !l)(k), 
and p, q > 0, p + q 2. As long as the "leading" (maximum 
magnitude) tap of the initial value of is unique, as one iterates 
between (18) and (19), converges at a "super-exponential" rate 
to the combined channel-equalizer response 

:=[ 0, ,0 id '--.;--" '"'-" 
(j I){L+l) zl!ros j th block 

,0, (20) 

for some j and d where 1 j M and 0 d L. For 
simplicity, we choose p == 2 and q == 1 throughout this paper. As 

is not avail!!-ble, one needs to devise an algorithm in terms of 
the equalizer f and data. 

" 

De ne an M(L + 1) 1 vector g" == [g(I), ,9(M(L + I)))T 
whose n-th component is 

g(n) = ( , (m»2 
, (m) , n = (i I)(L' + 1) + m, (21) 

where i = 1,2, , M, and m = (I, I, ,L. We seek for fl to 
minimize lliii' g1l2. This is a linear least squares problem 
whose solution is 

i' = (iiHii)#iiH g. 
The normalization operation (19) can, be carried out as 

fl fli = -;;::=�===::=:= 
v'flHiiHiifl 

(22) 

(23) 

Projecting the f-domain (equalizer domain) algorithm "back to 
-domain (combined channel-equalizer domain) based on (15), 

we obtain 

"---

- II '112' 

(24) 

(25) 

The algorithm is still implicit , since H and g are unknown. As 
in [1) , [2) and (7), we will convert this algorithm into a realizable 
algorithm in terms of joint cumulants of the input and the output 
of the equalizer, following the basic approach of [1). 

De ne an NLe-column vector V.(k) as 

(26) 
M L 1 

where y.(k) = E E hj(l)sj(k l) is the noise-free channel 
j=1 1=0 

output. It then follows that 

'R-.s:= E V.(k)V:-(k) == iiHii. (27) 
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It hllB been shown in [7] that (22) and (23) can be realized lIB 

i' = R.td, 

i" = i' /../i'HR. .. i', 

where e.(k) is given by (8) after replacing y(k) with y.(k), 

d ._ cum{e. (k), e.(k), e.(k), Y.(k)} .-
cUIIl4{sj(k)} 

, 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

cum4{X} ;= cum{x,x ,x,x }, and the numerator in (30) de
notes the joint fourth-order cumulant of random variables e.(k), 
e.(k), e.(k) and Y.(k). This algorithm is known lIB "uncon
strained SEA." The problem with it is that there is no control 
over which user the system will converge to [2). To extract the 
desired user, a code-constrained SEA WIIB developed [7) by formu
lating a constraint bllBed on the knowledge of the desired user's 
code sequence. 

From Sec. 2, it can be seen that to extract the desired user 
(lIBsumed to be user 1), the inverse Iter equalizer should satisfy 

Multiplying both sides by iiH, we get 

iiHiii = [hF (d), , hF (0),0, ,O)H = ii�d). 

Using (27) we have 
R. •• i= ii�d). 

De ne a [N(d + 1») [N(d + 1») matrix Td lIB 

so that (recall (5» 

h�d) = Td hF(d) 

Further de ne a [NLe) 

o 1� 1 
hF(d 1) hF(O) 

[NLe) matrix T lIB 

T= [ 7:
0d 

0 ] IN(L. 1 d) . 

Then, by (5) and (34)-(36), we have 

TR. •• i = Tii�cl) = C�d)gl 

where 

H 

= [N Le) [2N) matrix 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

and C�d) is given by (6). Let columns of U(l) denote an orthonor
mal bllBis for the orthogonal complement of C�d). Since C�d) is of 
full column rank, U(l) is an [NL,,) [NL. 2N) matrix (it can 
be obtained via an SVD (singular value decomposition) of C�d». 
Then 

U(l)H TR.ssi = O. (39) 
As in (26), de ne 

In the absence of noise w(k) in (3), we have 'R.yy = R. •• , which 
combined with (39)'leads to 

(41) 

where.A is [N(L. 2») [NL.). Thus, the desired solution 
satls es (41). 

Carry out an SVD of .A and suppose that its e ective rank is 
r. Then 

(42) 

where .. is the diagonal r r matrix containing the (e ectively) 
non-zero singular values of.A. Then (41) is equivaJent to 

(43) 

Recall that i' in (22) ("original" SEA) was chosen to minimize 
II iii' gll2 which we now modify lIB: choose i' to minimize 
II iii' gll2 subject to v1Hi' = o. By (4)(Theorem 3.6.3, p. 67), 
the minimum-norm solution to this problem is given by 

(44) 

where 
(45) 

The noise-free code-constrained algorithm can be obtained lIB (7) 

In the presence of noise, we have (7) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

3.2. Convergence and Identi ability Aspects 
Recall that in the unconstrained CIIBe, the combined channel
equalizer response (see(15» is 

= iii. (50) 

It can be seen that the 12 subspace of attainable combined re
sponse is just the range space of ii, which we denote by SA. The 
orthogonal projection operator onto SA is given by 

(51) 

Following the de nitions in (6), if l' A = I, then it is called the 
811. dent order case. Otherwise, it is called u.ndermodeled case, 
in which ii is not of full column rank. 

In the constrained SEA, since E(iiE)# = (iiE)# [4, p. 67), 
it follows from (44)-(47) that 

= (iiE)i. (52) 

Denote the subspace of attainable combined response in the con
strained CIIBe by SCA. A natural explanation of this algorithm is 
that to extract the desired user, we need to further narrow down 
the attainable combined response subspace compared to that of 
the unconstrained case. 

Obviously, iiE is not full column rank and the orthogonal pro
jection operator onto the attainable combined response subspace 
SCA is given by 

(53) 
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The code-constrained SEA can be expressed in the combined 
response domain as (compare with (24) and (25)) 

'='PCA g, 
, 

(n+l) = __ 
II '112 

Following [6] de ne the cost functions 

{ II 1121' }2p 
F2p( ) = "jjjj; , p  = 2, 

[In particular, we consider p = 2 in [7].] 

,00. 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

Proposition 3.1 The constrained Stlper-exponential algorithm 
in(5.)-(55) is equivalent to the gradient search algorithm de ned 
by 

V= (57) 

(n+1) - � (58) 
-lIvII2' 

where we seek to maximize the cost InF2p( ) subject to E 
SCA· 
[The gradient operator V F2p( (n» is a "formal" gradient of 
F2p( ) w.r.t. evaluated at = (n); it is de ned as in [9, 
Appendix B].] The proof of this proposition is a generalization 
of the proof of Prop. 1 in [6] from real to complex case . The con
vergence of the code-constrained SEA then follows from Prop. 
3.1 along the lines of Prop. 2 in [6] as long as one notices that 

Is + xl2p IsI2p 2plsl2p 2 Re(sx) 0 (59) 

for any complex s and x. Please refer to [5] and [6] for more 
details. Finally, as in Theorem 1 of [6], the code-constrained 
SEA is optima.J for the convergence speed. 

R.ernark 3.1 The gradient search algorithm in Prop. 3.1 
searches for a maximum oj InF2p( ) restricted in SeA. For 
unconstrained case, the restriction is in a larger subspace SA. 
This explains why the enhanced code-constrained SEA (code
constrained SEA followed by unconstrained SEA) delivers bet
ter results than code-constrained SEA alone. See /7/ for more 
details. 

Next, we consider the identi ability aspects of constrained 
SEA. As in Sec. 3.1 (see (20», the ideal equalizer that extracts 
the jth user at delay do, satis es 

ii;=[ 0, , 0, ido , 0, 
'-v--' --.,.,. 

(j 1)(L+1) zeros jth block 

(60) 

Oe ne the [N Le]-column vectors for do = 0, ,Le + Lj 1, 

hf (0) 0 o H (61) 

Using (61) and mimicking (31)-(37), we have 

T'R. .. ; = Tii�do), j E {I, ,M}, do E {O, ,L. + Lj I}. 
(62) 

Therefore, solutions satisfying (20) and (41) are equivalent to 
solutions satisfying (41) and (62). [That (20) imples (62) follows 
as in (31)-(37). That (62) implies (60), hence (20), follows from 
the orthogonality principle: (62) is a necessary and su cient 
condition for a zero-forcing linear equalizer to extract user j with 
delay do.] 

Consider the following condition: 

(GI) The [NLe] [2N + 1) matrix [C�tl) : Tii}dOl) has full column 
rank for every j E {2, 3, ,M} and every do E {d 1, d} 

. where Le d+ 1 and d 2. 

Proposition 3.2 [8, Claim 1] Under (Gl), any solution that 
satis es (.1) and (6IJ) corresponds to j = 1 and do E {d 1, d} 
in (60). 

Note that [8) 

where 

1 Iculll4 {e(k}} 1 F4( ) = 1 41 IE{le(k)12}12 

cUIll4{Sj(k)} 
4 := 

IE{lsj(k)12}j2' 

(63) 

(64) 

For binary Sj(k), 4 = 2 and for 4-QAM Sj(k), 4 = 1. By 
[8] (and references therein), in the su cient order case, all global 
and stable local maxima of F 4 ( ) correspond to a solution ·spec
i ed by (20) and (60), and they coincide with the global and 
stable loca.J maxima of InF4( ) . Under (GI), the global max
ima of F4( ) (and of lnF4( )) consist of just two solutions, 
corresponding to the extraction of the desired user j = 1 with 
a delay do of either d and d 1. This is what is achieved via 
code-constrained SEA. Unfortunately, imposition of constraints 
on also may create stable local maxima of InF4( ) not char
acterized by solutions sped ed by (20); characterization of these 
local maxima remains an open problem. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we reconsidered the problem of blind detection of 
asynchronous short-code OS-COMA signals over multipath chan
nels using code-constrained super-exponential algorithm (SEA). 
It was proved that the constrained SEA is a special case of un
dermodeled SEA considered in [6), which is equivalent to a gra.
dient search algorithm. Super-exponential convergence of the 
algorithm is then a direct consequence of this fact. While un
constrained SEA leads to the extraction of any one of the actives 
users, constrained SEA can lead to the extraction of the desired 
user (given appropriate initialization). 
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